
SOHO NYC - EAST HAMPTON

House of Pietro Simone NYC represents a fusion of methodical Skin Layer Treatments,  powerful skincare
formulations, ultra performing technologies and Italian hospitality for a  unique skin and personal

experience. The focus is the skin.
Our approach is completely disassociated from marketing techniques or trends.



FACIALS
THE CORRECTIVE LIFT FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: LINES & WRINKLES, SKIN LAXITY, LOSS OF DEFINITION, SCULPTING, TONING.
The Corrective Lift Facial is a truly comprehenisve, revolutionary skincare journey. An avant-garde blend of five
advanced technologies and 5 PS signature face massages —radiofrequency, microcurrent, ultrasound, LED
therapy, and molecular vibration—meticulously designed to address diverse skin aging concerns. This non-invasive
experience orchestrates a symphony of scientific precision, stimulating collagen synthesis, fortifying skin elasticity,
and redefining facial contours for an unparalleled transformative experience. Face muscles are at the core of our
focus through manipulating all the skin layers. Elevate your facial protocol regimen with this holistic & high tech
approach, promising a scientifically substantiated outcome of a visibly lifted, toned, and radiant complexion,
epitomizing the zenith of skincare all the skin layers. Elevate your facial protocol regimen with this holistic & high
tech approach, promising a scientifically substantiated outcome of a visibly lifted, toned, and radiant complexion,
epitomizing the zenith of skincare innovation. innovation.
60 MIN: $475 
INCLUDES: TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, HIGH FREQUENCY, PS DRY MASSAGE, MICROCURRENT, RADIO FREQUENCY V-ST,
SCULPTING MASSAGE, MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.
90 min: $675
INCLUDES: TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, HIGH FREQUENCY, PS DRY MASSAGE, MICROCURRENT, RADIO FREQUENCY V-ST,
SCULPTING MASSAGE, INTRA ORAL MASSAGE, FACE CUPPING, DERMA FUSE, MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.

POLYNUCLEOTIDES MICRONEEDLE FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: FIRST SIGN OF AGING, UNEVEN SKIN TEXTURE, SKIN REPAIRING.
Presenting our Polynucleotides Microneedles Facial – a pioneering advancement in pro-aging esthetics. This
sophisticated procedure seamlessly integrates micro-needling technology with polynucleotides to unlock the
intrinsic regenerative capabilities of the skin. The minuscule needles delicately traverse the skin's epidermal layers,
catalyzing collagen synthesis and facilitating the optimal absorption of polynucleotides, culminating in a discernibly
more resilient, smoother, and rejuvenated complexion. Elevating the Skin Longevity trajectory with this skin-rich
benefit facial, meticulously designed to cater to discerning and scientific excellence in achieving a luminous and
age-defying visage.
75 min: $495
INCLUDES: TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, NUMBING, HIMALAYAN SALT MASSAGE, PS DRY MASSAGE,
POLYNUCLEOTIDES MICRONEEDLING, LEGATO ULTRASOUND DELIVERY SYSTEM, MASK+LED,PRODUCTS FINALE.



EXOMUNE MICRONEEDLE FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: LACK OF ELASTICITY, FINE LINES AND WRINKLES, SKIN THINNING, ENLARGED PORES, MILD SCARS.
This innovative treatment seamlessly integrates micro-needling technology and exosomes derived from pristine
umbilical cord cells, unlocking an unprecedented frontier in skin longevity. Exosomes, minute extracellular vesicles,
play a crucial role by carrying potent regenerative signals and growth factors. The exosomes derived from umbilical
cord cells act as messengers, orchestrating a cascade of reparative responses within the skin. This not only fortifies
the skin's structural integrity but also promotes a more robust and resilient complexion. The result is a visibly
strengthened and flawlessly rejuvenated appearance, aligning with the forefront of ageless beauty. As the ultrafine
needles delicately navigate the skin's layers with precision, they not only stimulate collagen synthesis but also
harness the regenerative potential of exosomes.
$475 min: $495
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, NUMBING, HIMALAYAN SALT MASSAGE, PS DRY MASSAGE, EXOMUNE
MICRONEEDLING, LEGATO ULTRASOUND DELIVERY SYSTEM, MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.

EXOSOMES FACIAL 
IDEAL FOR: DEEP LINES AND WRINKLES, JOWLS, LOSS OF VOLUME, LOSS OF SKIN VITALITY & CELLULAR COMMUNICATION.
An ultra rejuvenating skin treatment based on a leading exosome biotechnology developed explicitly for skin
regenerating purposes. A bespoke micro-needling technique delivers an ultra-rich complex of proteins, enzymes,
growth factors, and exosomes derived from mesenchymal stem cells. Based on its unmatched RNA content the
potency of this facial is unparalleled and deeply provides a comprehensive tissue regeneration.  The Exosome Facial
re-establishes and reactivates cell regeneration and communication, leading to deep age modulation, toning, lifting,
and overall de-aging results.
 
TREATMENT PRICE AND APPLICATION VARY BASED ON THE CONCENTRATION OF EXOSOMES AND  SKIN NEEDS.
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, NUMBING, HIMALAYAN SALT MASSAGE, PS DRY MASSAGE, EXOSOMES
MICRONEEDLING, LEGATO ULTRASOUND DELIVERY SYSTEM, MASK+LED.

V5T: 2 Trillion microvesicles+Hyal+Vit C+AminoAcids+Trehalose 60m, $650 5ml
L1T: 1 Trillion microvesicles 75m, $1050 1ml
L5T: 5 Trillion microvesicles 75m, $3600 5ml
LP3T: 3 Trillion microvesicles 75m, $2400 1ml
LP15T: 15 Trillion microvesicles 90m, $9000 5ml
LP30T: 30 Trillion microvesicles 90m, $15500 10ml



DEWY REBOOT FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: FINE LINES AND WRINKLES, LOSS OF SKIN VITALITY, 
The Dewy Facial employs IPL laser precision to target skin rejuvenation, promoting an even skin tone and
enhancing natural radiance. Guided by the Pietro Simone Philosophy, the facial incorporates tailored techniques
such as , strategic exfoliation, soothing massage, and transdermal active infusions to address individual skin
needs, ensuring a unique and unparalleled glow. As the IPL laser addresses sun damage and fine lines, the Pietro
Simone face manipulations boost and enhance radiance, revealing the skin's new texture. The result is a
scientifically curated, dewy, and radiant complexion that harmoniously fuses the principles of science and art.
60 min: $395
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, COTTON THREAD, HIGH FREQUENCY WAND, PS DRY MASSAGE, SKIN REJUVENATING IPL LASER,
DERMA FUSE HYDRATION INFUSION, MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.

ANTI PIGMENTATION FACIAL 
IDEAL FOR: SUN DAMAGE, SUN SPOTS, MELASMA, HORMONAL PIGMENTATION.
An innovative solution meticulously designed to address hyperpigmentation, age spots and visible sun damage
concerns through the utilization of state-of-the-art Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) technology in combination with Pietro
Simone Skincare techniques. Hyperpigmentation, a consequence of melanin overproduction, encounters a
scientifically calibrated approach in this transformative facial, recognized for its efficacy in resolving diverse skin
irregularities. 
60 min: $345
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, HIGH FREQUENCY WAND, PS DRY MASSAGE, ANTI PIGMENTATION IPL LASER,  MASK+LED, PRODUCTS
FINALE.

ACNE CONTROLLER FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: MILD TO MODERATE ACNE, CYSTIC ACNE, EXCESS OIL PRODUCTION.
Designed to be a transformative experience, the Acne Controller Facial  harnesses the power of advanced acne
laser  technology and Pietro Simone's signature techniques to deliver a comprehensive solution to reduce and clear
acneic skin.  The Acne Controller Facial unfolds as a carefully curated series of steps  designed to re-educate your
skin from the inside out, focusing on soothing inflammation at its core.
60 min: $345
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, HIGH FREQUENCY WAND, EXTRACTION, HIMALAYAN SALT MASSAGE, ACNE IPL LASER, ORGANIC. OX-
DETOX HERBS MASSAGE, MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.



THE ROSACEA FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: LIGHT, MILD AND SEVERE ROSACEA, BROKEN CAPILLARIES, PREVALENCE OF RED PIGMENTS, RED FLUSHES.
The Rosacea Facial embarks on a transformative journey to restore skin harmony with our cutting-edge
combination of Advanced Laser Rosacea and Pietro Simone Face Manipulation. Merging state-of-the-art laser
technology, skincare formulations and facial techniques, this master facial is meticulously crafted to recalibrate
uneven tone, eliminate redness, and reclaim skin equilibrium for those with sensitive and rosacea-prone skin.
60 min: $345
INCLUDES:TRIPLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION,PS DRY MASSAGE, COTTON THREAD, ROSACEA IPL LASER, PS RELAXING MASSAGE, MASK+LED,
PRODUCTS FINALE.

OZONIZED PURIFYING FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: DEEP CLEANSING & DETOX, BLACK HEADS, PIMPLES, EXCESSIVE OIL PRODUCTION.
The Ozonized Purifying Facial employs advanced natural methodologies, seamlessly blending modern skincare
innovations with potent natural extracts to ensure optimal purification. Tailored specifically for the unique
physiological needs, this facial harnesses the power of antioxidants and botanical compounds, delivering a precise
and scientifically crafted cleansing experience that revitalizes skin cells and promotes a youthful complexion. Ultra
precise extraction and ultra-sound purification makes this facial the perfect imperfection scavanger.
50 min: $195
INCLUDES: DOUBLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, EXTRACTION, HIGH FREQUENCY WAND, OX-DETOX HERBS MASSAGE, EXTRACTION, MASSAGE,
MASK+LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.
75 min: $295
INCLUDES: DOUBLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, EXTRACTION, HIGH FREQUENCY WAND, OX-DETOX HERBS MASSAGE, FOCUSED EXTRACTION,
HIMALAYAN SALT MASSAGE, MASK+LED, RELAXING MASSAGE, PRODUCTS FINALE.

Enerjet Dermal Face & Neck Thickening
Enerjet Kinetic Lift 
Enerjet Acne Scars
Enerjet Decollete

90 min: $1,900
75 min: $1,900
60 min: From $950
60 min: From $950

ENERJET SKIN REMODELLING FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: SCARS, ACNE SCARS, STRECHMARKS, DERMAL THICKENING, KINETIC LIFT, SKIN LAXITY & LOSS OF VOLUME.
A high-pressure jet technology introduces healing agents deep into the dermal layer of the skin for a wide range of
aesthetic indications. This single, innovative, non-thermal and non-surgical solution is suitable for all skin types and
all areas of the body. EnerJet is ideal for kinetic facelifts, scar repair and dermal thickening.
INCLUDES, DOUBLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, EXTRACTION, DERMAPLANNING, DERMA FUSE, NUMBING, ENERJET, MASK-LED, PRODUCTS FINALE.



5 TECH FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: PRO-AGING SKIN MAINTENANCE, RADIANCE, EVENTS.
The 5 Tech Facial combines advanced technologies to a create a supportive, comprehensive skin treatment that
gently exfoliates, improves skin tone and overall dullness activating a rejuvenating skin process. AquaB hydra
dermabrasion, Vibrox microdermabrasion, MicroT microcurrent, Collagen+, and UltraB ultrasounds provide a global
rejuvenating skin result. Experience the transformative power of our cutting-edge Skin Maintenance solution, a
harmonious fusion of five advanced technologies meticulously designed to deliver fast results. Gently exfoliates,
enhances skin tone, and banishes dullness, all while activating a rejuvenating skin process that leaves a truly
revitalized and youthful complexion. 
50 min: $195
INCLUDES: HYDRAFACIAL, OXYGENATED MICRODERMABRASION CAPSULE, MICROCURRENT, RADIO FREQUENCY AND ULTRASOUND, PRODUCTS
FINALE.

THE RELAXER FACIAL
IDEAL FOR: FACE MUSCLE TENSIONS, TMJ, TEETH GRINDING, STRESS, CONGESTION & FLUID RETENTION.
Relaxation is a must. A full-on manual-based sequence to promote healthy skin and deep facial relaxation.
60 min: $295
90 min: $395
INCLUDES: PS DRY MASSAGE, PS MASSAGE, PS INTRAORAL MASSAGE, EXTRACTION, GUA SHA, BIAM STONE, SKIN BRUSHING, LED+MASK, FACE
CUPPING, PRODUCTS FINALE.

CLEAR & BRILLIANT LASER FACIAL 
IDEAL FOR: LACK OF RADIANCE, ENLARGED PORES, MILD PIGMENTATION & MELASMA,
A gentle laser treatment that helps prevent the visible signs of ageing and the overall effects of time and the
environment on your skin. One 10 to 20 minute clear & brilliant session can leave your skin feeling smoother,
younger and give you that “radiant glow” that comes from healthy, youthful skin. Routine treatments deliver lasting
results that can keep you looking younger for years to come. 
Face & Neck 75 min: $750
Décolleté 75 min: $750
INCLUDES: DOUBLE CLEANSE, EXFOLIATION, NUMBING, CLEAR&BRILLIANT LASER, PEPTIDES INFUSION, HYALURONIC ACID INFUSION AND
PRODUCTS FINALE.



THE FIERCE BODY TREATMENT
IDEAL FOR: SKIN BODY PIGMENTATION, SKIN LAXITY, STRECHMARKS, TIRED SKIN.
This intelligent and strategic body treatment holds the strength of a facial treatment delivered into a body treatment;
rejuvenation, skin renewal, texture enhancement, reduction of  pigmentation, firming, skin barrier repair, deep
hydration and nourishment.
Pure and essential techniques fuse for unparalleled skin results with Gua Sha crystals,  body tapping and the Pietro
Simone Signature Organic Cotton Thread Exfoliation now  tailored for the body for a new skin experience and
unrivalled results.
INCLUDES: ORGANIC COTTON THREAD BODY EXFOLIATION, AROMATHERAPY, JADE GUA SHA COMB, PRODUCTS FINALE+LED
60 min: PS $295
90 min: PS $395
60 min: Lead Esthetician $250
90 min: Lead Esthetician $335

THE BODY AGE_MANAGEMENT CORRECTING TREATMENT 
IDEAL FOR: ADVANCED AGING PROCESS, DEEP SKIN LAXITY, LACK IN MOISTURE AND HYDRATION, SCARS, ULTRA TIRED SKIN.
An ultra-intensive, regenerating, renewing and corrective body protocol, focusing on the  quality of the epidermis
and aging process with the same strength and concentration  as an advanced facial. BAM-CP consists of an
intense PS PRO bio-advanced full-body peel to deeply renew and smooth skin texture, followed by a body Micro-
Needle  Peptides Infusion and Meso Micro-Needle in specific areas for an encompassed skin regeneration process.
A complete LED Body Therapy boosts and maximizes the actions of the previous step. The Oxygen Dome allows
deep relaxation; meanwhile, a PS PRO  body restructuring compound restores, retexturizes, nourishes, hydrates,
and firms the epidermis.
INCLUDES: WOOD THERAPY, ADVANCED BODY PEELING, EVENTUAL NUMBING, MICRONEEDLING, PEPTIDES INFUSION, V5E EXOSOMES INFUSION,
HYALURONIC PACK, LED THERAPY, PRODUCTS FINALE.
180 min: PS $5,500
180 min: Lead Esthetician $4,675

BODY



V-FORM
Body Contouring Cellulite & Circumferential
Reduction
Arms
Abdomen
Flanks
Buttocks
Legs Anterior
Legs Posterior
Inner Thighs
Bra/Back Fat

20 min from $300
20 min from $400
20 min from $300
20 min from $300
20 min from $400
20 min from $400
20 min from $400
20 min from $250

Endosphere Therapy
Legs & Bum
Legs & Bum & Stomach
Full Body
Wraps

Pressotherapy

45 min $195
60 min $225
90 min $395
30min $75

60min $195
90min $275

Enerjet Stretch Marks

Pixel 8*⁵
Skin Laxity Knees, Arms*⁶
Skin Laxity Full Abdomen
Post Procedure Scars & Cellulite*⁶

75 min From $950

90 min: $1750
90 min: $950
60 min: $950

*⁵ Skin may look slightly/medium red right after treatment. Sensitivity may
occur for 1 or 2 days.
*⁶ Per area.



REJUVENATING V-LIFT 
This comprehensive, non-invasive procedure is designed specifically to firm, tone, and enhance the internal and
external vaginal and vulvar tissues. 
Starting with the internal vaginal tissues, two advanced technologies, Co-Polar® & Core® gently heat the area
leading to increased vaginal elasticity of the connective tissue by stimulating collagen and elastin and increasing
natural vaginal lubrification. Externally, comprising the entire vulva, a skilled combination of radio frequency and
fractional RF delivers a strong collagen production synthesis, improving elasticity, clarifying and brightening
discolorations, reducing signs of aging, and tightening the labia. Enjoy a restored sense of confidence with this
gentle yet effective approach, tailored for increased intimate comfort and wellbeing. Ideal for those seeking a
discreet and natural comprehensive enhancement. Each session is conducted with utmost discretion and care,
providing a comfortable and dignified experience.
IINCLUDES: GENTLE VULVA CLEANSE WITH PH-BALANCED CLEANSERS, SOFT EXFOLIATION TO REMOVE DEAD SKIN CELLS, V-ST & V-FR VULVA
AND V-VR INTERNAL VAGINAL TISSUE SKIN TIGHTENING, MOISTURIZING AND PROTECTIVE TREATMENT. 
90 min: $1,200
Recommended Sessions: 4. Note: Consultation required prior to treatment. Exosome infusion can be added to maximize the result.

V-VR INTERNAL REJUVENATING TIGHTENING
This non-invasive procedure is designed specifically to firm, tone, and enhance the internal vaginal tissue. Two
advanced technologies, Co-Polar® & Core® gently heat the area leading to an increased vaginal elasticity of the
connective tissue by stimulating collagen and elastin and increasing vaginal natural lubrification. Each session is
conducted with utmost discretion and care, providing a comfortable and dignified experience.
INCLUDES: GENTLE VULVA CLEANSE WITH PH-BALANCED CLEANSERS, SOFT EXFOLIATION TO REMOVE DEAD SKIN CELLS, V-VR INTERNAL
VAGINAL TISSUE TIGHTENING, MOISTURIZING AND PROTECTIVE TREATMENT.
45 min: $450
Recommended Sessions: 4 to 8. Note: Consultation required prior to treatment.



REJUVENATING P-SILK SMOOTH TREATMENT
Elevate your confidence with our penile beauty enhancement treatment. Designed for the discerning individual, this
treatment focuses on the aesthetic improvement of the penile area. Employing non-invasive, advanced techniques, we
aim to enhance skin texture, tone and discoloration, ensuring a refined appearance. Each session is conducted with
utmost discretion and care, providing a comfortable and dignified experience. Embrace a renewed sense of self-
assurance with this specialized treatment.
INCLUDES: CLEANSE OF THE DELICATE PENILE AND SURROUNDING AREAS WITH SENSITIVE SKIN-APPROVED PRODUCTS, MILD EXFOLIATION TO
ENHANCE SMOOTHNESS AND SKIN PLUMPNESS, TARGETS HYPERPIGMENTATION AND DISCOLORATION, FOCUSED SHOCKWAVE TO PROMOTE HEALTHY
TISSUES, VEGETABLE EXOSOME MASK COMPOUND TO BOOST SKIN HEALTH COMBINED WITH LED THERAPY, MOISTURIZING BARRIER FOR PROTECTION.
45 min: $295 
Recommended Sessions: 2 to 6.  Note: Consultation required prior to treatment.

INTIMATE BRIGHTENING THERAPY
This advanced procedure is specially formulated to safely and effectively lighten and even out skin tone in intimate
areas. Utilizing a blend of natural and clinically proven ingredients, it targets hyperpigmentation and discoloration. The
treatment promotes a balanced skin tone, restoring the area's natural beauty. Ideal for those seeking a scientific
approach to intimate skincare, this treatment is performed with the utmost care and precision for optimal results.
INCLUDES: CHOICE OF VULVA OR PENILE OR ANAL TREATMENT, TARGETED CLEANSE AND PREP, APPLICATION OF SAFE, BRIGHTENING AGENTS TO
REDUCE DISCOLORATION, TARGETED ADVANCED LASER TO DEEPLY CONDITION THE SKIN DISCOLORATION, SERUM AND MOISTURIZER TO LOCK IN
RESULTS.
45 min: $395
Recommended Sessions: 2 to 6.  Note: Consultation required prior to treatment.

INTIMATE EXOSOMES INFUSION
Discover the transformative power of our Exosome Intimate Area Treatment, a cutting-edge solution for intimate
rejuvenation. This advanced therapy utilizes exosome micro-vesicle technology to profoundly revitalize and regenerate
the skin of our intimate areas. It's designed to improve skin quality, enhance elasticity, and promote cellular renewal,
resulting in a more youthful and vibrant appearance. Ideal for those seeking a non-surgical approach to intimate care,
this treatment offers a discreet and effective way to achieve natural-looking results.
IINCLUDES: CHOICE OF VULVA OR PENILE TREATMENT, TARGETED CLEANSE AND PREP, V-ST SKIN TIGHTENING (+ NUMBING CREAM), ULTRA-TARGETED
EXOSOMES MICRONEEDLE TREATMENT, LED THERAPY, MOISTURIZING BARRIER FOR PROTECTION.
L1T: 1 Trillion microvesicles 60 min: $1,050 
L5T: 5Trillion microvesicles 60 min: $3,600 
LP3T: 3Trillion microvesicles 60 min: $2,400 
LP15T: 15Trillion microvesicles 60 min:$9,000 
NOTE: CONSULTATION REQUIRED PRIOR TO TREATMENT.



Ladies Laser Hair Removal Gentlemen Laser Hair Removal
Full Face $125 Face $150
Upper Lip $65 Neck/Beard Line $150
Chin $65 Ears $65
Underarms $150 Underarms $150
Full Arms $200 Full Arms $250
Lower Arms $150 Lower Arms $200
Belly $75 Shoulder $250
Buttocks $200 Back $300
Full Legs $400 Back & Shoulder $400
Upper Legs $250 Chest $350
Lower Legs $200 Stomach $250
Bikini Line $150 Buttocks $50
Full Bikini $200 Full Legs $400
Full Legs $400 Upper Legs $250
Upper Legs $250 Lower Legs $200
Lower Legs $200 Bikini Line $250

Full Bikini $250



While visiting House of Pietro Simone
To enjoy your experience to the fullest potential, please familiarize yourself with our Guidelines.

Please inform us of the following:
-Allergies or medical conditions including pregnancy
-If you have a gender preference for your Service Provider
-If you have a request for a specific Service Provider

Personal Belongings/Valuables:
We kindly suggest leaving your valuables at home.
Alternatively, a jewelry tray will be provided in the treatment room.

Use of Electronic Devices:
To protect the privacy of our guests and to preserve the guest  
experience, we kindly ask you to be considerate if you are using  
electronic devices.

Age Requirements:
For your utmost satisfaction, for individuals under the age of  
eighteen (18), we kindly request the presence of a parent/adult  
throughout the consultation and treatment.

Treatment Recommendation:
Shaving  is not recommended prior   to body treatments.  Shaving  
is recommended, but not necessary for men prior to a facial.  Your
House of Pietro Simone experience is your time, and you  should
delight in it to the fullest. For your best experience, room  
temperature, massage pressure and music volume are adjustable.  
Please inform your therapist of your preferences.

Method of Payment:
We accept all major credit cards.

Cancellation Policy:
-We kindly ask you to arrive 10 minutes prior to treatment.
-If you must reschedule or cancel your appointment, please notify
the  House of Pietro Simone at least twenty-four (24) hours in
advance  of your appointment to avoid being charged the full service
fee.
-Late arrivals will result in a shortened treatment time. Prices
won’t be altered.
-Cancellations of packages or private parties require two weeks’  
notice. The remaining refund balance will be adjusted based on  
full price value.

Hours of Operation:
Please refer to the website for opening hours.



houseofps@pietrosimone.com  
www.pietrosimone.com 

+1 (646) 918 6791 
347 918 6295

SOHO NEW YORK
EAST HAMPTON

pietrosimoneofficial 
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